This paper presents a microkernel architecture for constraint programming organized around a small number of core functionalities and minimal interfaces. The architecture contrasts with the monolithic nature of many implementations. With this design, variables, domains and constraints all remain external to the microkernel which isolates the propagation logic and event protocols from the modeling constructions. The OBJECTIVE-CP search blends the control primitives of the host language with search combinators in a completely transparent and fully compositional way, delivering a natural search procedure in which one can use native constructions and tools such as debuggers. Empirical results indicate that the software engineering benefits are not incompatible with runtime efficiency.
success of algebraic modeling languages in the mathematical programming community as well as the desire to not be constrained by the host language prompted advances in domainspecific languages, a trend exemplified by OZ/MOZART [40] , OPL [44] , SALSA [22] , and COMET [45] for instance. In all cases, the traditional constraint-programming capabilities are exposed by an API capturing the mantra
However, in these implementations, the solver is delivered as a monolithic piece of software incorporating key notions such as variables, constraints, events, propagation protocols, propagators, and search support. Perhaps even more strikingly, propagation engines include provisions to deal with decisions variables of many different types (e.g., int,float,set), introducing closely related APIs. Orthogonal features (e.g., the support for AC-5, views, and advisors) further contribute to complexity as APIs must be duplicated to transmit additional information to the propagators when events of specific classes occur. While conceptually simple, this approach does not scale very well. Consider the abridged COMET API shown in Fig. 1 . It blends support for AC-3, AC-5, and the ability to convey the index of a variable to a propagator along with two types of decision variables (see line 6 for float variables and lines 9-12 for variants conveying the index of the modified variable). The interface AC5Constraint<CP> in lines 1-13 only captures the methods that a propagator supporting AC-5 could implement. Line 9, for instance, specifies method valRemoveIdx which is called whenever variable v appearing at index vI dx in some array has lost value val. Similarly, the integer variable var<CP>{int} offers one registration method for each class of events that the variable is susceptible to raise. The net result is a large APIs encompassing the union of core capabilities for all variable types and event classes. This paper examines a possible alternative to such a design: It describes the microkernel of the OBJECTIVE-CP [15] system, a new constraint programming system that refines the core mantra to Optimization P rogram = Model + Search + Solver.
OBJECTIVE-CP isolates all the responsibilities associated with model manipulation, rewriting, specialization, and reformulation in the modeling component. This factorizes key capabilities that are reusable by multiple solvers and promotes the idea of model combinators described in [9] . OBJECTIVE-CP also supports search facilities through a technologyneutral search library featuring combinators and a seamless symbiosis with the host language, i.e., OBJECTIVE-C. The search library makes it possible to specify and execute complex search procedures with minimal effort and delivers competitive performance.
The OBJECTIVE-CP constraint-programming solver embraces the idea of a microkernel architecture inspired by recent developments in operating systems. The constraint engine features a number of small components with parsimonious interfaces. Microkernel architectures have become very popular in operating systems as they favor extensibility and maintenance, and make proofs of correctness easier. The constraint-programming engine underlying OBJECTIVE-CP delivers a truly modular architecture where variables, domains, and constraints all remain completely external to the microkernel. Each computational domain (e.g., booleans, reals, integers, sets) becomes a service on top of the microkernel, which provides the necessary infrastructure for propagation-driven inferencing. In particular, the microkernel isolates the propagation logic and events protocols from the variables and constraint definitions. This architecture is therefore a departure from the monolithic organization prevalent in modern solvers. It is designed to encourage the construction of separate libraries, each featuring different domains, variable representation (e.g., finite-domains, intervals, sets, MDDs) and constraints.
The implementation language: OBJECTIVE-C
Basic types OBJECTIVE-C is a weakly-typed language in the C tradition whose application binary interface (ABI) is 100% pure C (the object-oriented extensions are supported through a runtime library). To ease portability, OBJECTIVE-CP defines a number of data types all starting with OR prefix. For instance ORInt is a 32-bit signed integer, while ORUInt is an unsigned 32-bit integer, ORLong is a 64-bit signed integer and ORBool is an 8-bit wide datum representing a boolean.
Literals OBJECTIVE-C, like Java, supports both traditional C-style scalars of basic types (int,float,double,...) as well as their boxed variants. The NSNumber object type of OBJECTIVE-C is the alter-ego of Integer in Java. To lighten the syntax, OBJECTIVE-C allows programmers to easily box (create an instance of the object type) scalar values. The expression @2 denotes a value of type NSNumber* and is equivalent to the Java expression new Integer (2) . Similarly, one can write @(i) to automatically box an integer value held in a variable i of type int.
Lineage OBJECTIVE-C is object-oriented in the SMALLTALK tradition. Its method dispatching engine is based on late binding. Upon receiving a message, an object will determine, at runtime, which implementation should respond to the message. While this capability incurs a cost, it also lends a substantial amount of flexibility. In addition, and unlike C++, OBJECTIVE-C is weakly-typed. Whenever handling objects, the programmer can choose to type her statements and expressions or simply rely on the ability of all objects to handle any messages sent their way. Finally, OBJECTIVE-C inherits most of its syntax from C. The only exception is the syntax it uses for calling methods (sending messages in SMALLTALK parlance). To illustrate the syntactic difference, consider the C++ fragment illustrating a method call on an object of type CPSolver pointed to by the variable theSolver and receiving two arguments by value (an integer and a pointer to a variable). The same fragment in OBJECTIVE-C would be Both the receiver theSolver and the argument b are typed in the same fashion as in C++. The syntax bundles the receiver, the method name and the two arguments in a pair of squared brackets and the arguments are separated by keywords (colon terminated identifiers) that can be loosely paraphrased as tell theSolver to doSomethingWith a and b. The actual name of the method being called is simply the concatenation of all the colon terminated identifier, i.e., doSmethingWith:and:. If a method does not take any arguments, the colon is simply omitted. Finally, the same OBJECTIVE-C fragment can be further altered to adopt a weaklytyped style as in in which case the method call is still sound and correct even though the true types of theSolver and b are not known at compile-time (both are untyped objects).
Class and method declarations
The declaration of a class CPSolver and of a method within the class CPSolver would appear as OBJECTIVE-C's terminology refers to classes as interface. The leading dash in front of the method states that this is an instance method (a + would indicate a class method, i.e., a static method in C++). The declaration then provides the return type void in parenthesis followed by the method name where the parameter formal types are interspersed with the keywords separating the arguments.
Class properties OBJECTIVE-C supports the concept of properties, namely, class attributes that are equipped with set and get methods. For instance, the fragment declares an object of type ORIntRange called SetOrders, that it initializes with a range 1..10, and uses a traditional C for loop to scan all the values in the range, starting from the smallest and going to the largest. The lower and upper bounds of the range are properties of the SetOrders object and can be retrieved using the traditional C dot syntax for accessing attributes of a structure.
Interface declarations What is known as an interface in Java and an abstract class in C++ goes by the name of a protocol in OBJECTIVE-C. Note that the paper uses the conventional class and interface terminology even when the code fragment clearly refers to the true OBJECTIVE-C syntax with @protocol and @interface respectively. Unlike C++ and Java, OBJECTIVE-C relies both on the class declarations and instance variable declarations to state whether an object complies with a specific interface. For instance, the line simply relies on a factory design pattern to create a model object. The type declaration id<ORModel> for variable m simply tells the compiler that the object that m will point to is expected to support all the methods in the ORModel interface. It is equally possible to state that a class conforms to specific interfaces. This occurs when declaring a class as follows In the above, the class ORModelI inherits from ORObject and conforms (implements) three different interfaces: the core modeling usage API ORModel, the API ORAddToModel to build models, and the Core Foundation API NSCopying to deep copy objects. As expected, the call to createModel on the ORFactory class returns an object of type ORModelI that conforms to the ORModel interface, ensuring that the assignment is sound.
Closures and higher-order functions OBJECTIVE-CP leans heavily on closures and
first-order functions within its implementation. In OBJECTIVE-C, it is straightforward to turn any C block into a closure function. For instance, the fragment uses an OBJECTIVE-C block to produce a closure (an anonymous function of type id → void in this case) capable of printing an object (obj). The closure calls the method description on the receiver obj to obtain a string that it prints through a simple call to printf. The closure is passed to a higher-order method enumerateWithBlock: to visit a set S and print its entire content. The syntax of OBJECTIVE-C block is reminiscent of the syntax for function pointers in C: The caret symbol indicates a block creation. In OBJECTIVE-C, blocks are, by default, created on the stack and incur an extremely low overhead. If the closure must survive its creation site (e.g., by being stored in a data-structure), it must be copied on the heap. What is essential is the availability of closures which are also available in the latest revision of the C++ standard, C++11 and C++14, under the name lambdas.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview of OBJECTIVE-CP and the vision for the system. Section 3 covers the functionalities of the microkernel. Section 4 discusses how to use the microkernel to implement a finitedomain solver. Section 5 offers empirical evidence of the platform capabilities and Section 7 concludes the paper.
Overview of OBJECTIVE-CP
The design of OBJECTIVE-CP takes the view that Optimization Program = Model + Search + Solver or, in other words, that an optimization program consists of a model, a search, and an underlying solver. The overall architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2 where a model is concretized into a solver. A solver is simply a pair of pointers (the small boxes inside the Solver box) delivering the composition of an engine (responsible for the tracking of constraints, variables, and the inference process) and an explorer (responsible for technology-neutral search capabilities). The microkernel itself implements the two interfaces shown on the left-hand side to drive the propagation (the CPUKernel) and to register constraints and variables (the CPEngine). In essence, a Solver is a thin API layer that delegates its tasks either to the engine or to the explorer.
The vision underlying OBJECTIVE-CP
Models Models are first-class objects in OBJECTIVE-CP. They follow the style of constraint programming and are solver-independent. This allows for easy experimentation with different technologies and smooth hybridizations [9, 10] . The architecture was outlined in [15] and provided here for completeness. Models can be transformed and refined through a sequence of operators that, for instance, replace algebraic equations with lower-level elementary constraints. The final model is then concretized into a specific solver to obtain an optimization program, (e.g., a constraint program or a mixed-integer program). Given a 
derives a concrete program based on technology T . The resulting program can be solved using a black-box search or a dedicated search procedure expressed in terms of the model variables present in M.
Model transformations OBJECTIVE-CP supports a number of model transformations,
including flattenings, linearizations, and relaxations. Flattenings are becoming a standard tool in optimization systems, as exemplified by systems such as FLAT ZINC [30] . It removes the need to manipulate expressions in solvers that can then focus on implementing core constraints. This methodology is also advocated in [39] to minimize the size of a kernel, possibly using views to minimize or eliminate most of the induced overhead. Figure 3 describes some flattening rules in OBJECTIVE-CP in terms of functions to flatten a model τ f , a constraint τ c , and an expression τ e . In these rules, the z i 's are brand new variables not used anywhere in the model. For instance, Fig. 3 illustrates the flattening of the alldifferent constraint, which flattens the expressions e 1 , . . . , e n to obtain the variables z 1 , . . . , z n , the constraints C 1 , . . . , C n , and the new variables X 1 , . . . , X n . The resulting alldifferent constraint is solely expressed in terms of variables, not expressions. Finally, τ e illustrates the flattening of a multiplication expression to obtain very simple constraints in the solver.
Models can be linearized for use in a MIP solver and there is considerable literature on how to perform such transformations (e.g., [16, 33] ). Figure 4 describes the linearization Fig. 4 A Linearization of the Alldifferent Constraint of the alldifferent constraint assuming that the variables take values in 1..k. The linearization defines a number of inequalities over the literals [ [x i = j ] ], i.e., 0/1 variables that denote whether x i is assigned the value j . The linearization of the variables also generates constraints of the form
As suggested in [33] , these constraints may be enforced lazily when the model only uses the literals.
As indicated earlier, models are first-class objects in OBJECTIVE-CP and the implementation can include code of the form Another benefit of the OBJECTIVE-CP architecture is the factorization of transformations (flattenings, normalizations, and linearizations) across multiple solvers. Solvers do not have to be concerned with these transformations which are now performed at the model level.
Obviously it does not mean that solvers cannot manipulate constraint globally as is necessary, say in hull and box-consistency [3, 48] . Rather it simply means that the transformations provide a normalization of the model expressions in a form appropriate for the solvers.
Concretization
The concretization γ takes a model m in a flattened form appropriate for a solver s and concretizes m into s, i.e., s = γ (m). In solvers, γ uses the interface CPEngine of the microkernel object (see Fig. 2 ) to populate the engine with the concrete variables and propagators. The concretization associates a concrete variable with every model variable and a concrete object with every model object (e.g., a constraint). The concretization γ is used at various places. For instance, an instruction that labels variable x with value v is implemented by a call that concretizes variable x and calls the same method on the constraint engine. The literals of variable x can be accessed through
. The instruction in a parallel solver is implemented by the call which itself becomes where cp k is the k th solver, engine k is its engine, and γ k is its concretization.
Adding a constraint c during the search requires some care, since these constraints are expressed in terms of the original model. The optimization program must preserve the chain of transformations τ 1 , . . . , τ k and apply them to constraint c to obtain a tuple X, C , where X is a set of new variables and C is a set of new constraints. Both X and C can now be concretized through γ and posted in the solver. In other words, the addition of a constraint c executes γ (τ n (. . . (τ 2 (τ 1 ( {}, {c} ) ) . . .)). What is apparent in the approach just discussed is the fact that the same model instance can undergo the transformation and concretization processes several times to yield several co-existing concrete models that are all solvable with their respective technologies. This ability is exploited in [9] where Runnables are introduced to systematically manipulate and compose solvers instantiated from models to produce semantically sound sequential and parallel compositions but also column-generation or logical Bender's. Placing in a single model two redundant primal-dual formulations connected through channelling constraints does not pose any difficulties either.
As illustrated in the previous paragraph, the concrete models retain the sequence of operators τ 1 , · · · , τ n as well as the concretization function γ . Consequently, all the processing that occurs downstream can be expressed in term of the original abstract model (in particular, the search). To the best of our knowledge, no other solvers support this capability. Ilog CONCERT [17] features the ability to specify models, but the search and the extensions are done in term of concrete IlcXXX entities as opposed to the modeling entities IloXXX.
Search Search procedures in OBJECTIVE-CP are specified in terms of high-level nondeterministic constructs, search combinators, and node selection strategies, merging the benefits of search controllers and continuations [46] on the one hand and compositional combinators (e.g., [35] ) on the other hand. The search language is generic and independent of the underlying solver. Naturally, search procedures call the underlying engine for adding constraints, binding variables, and querying the search state.
Engine The underlying engine can leverage any combinatorial optimization technology ranging from linear programming and integer programming to constraint programming and constraint-based local search. The role of the engine is to isolate the state representation and inferencing capabilities. This paper focuses on a microkernel architecture for the inference engine focused on "traditional" (finite-domain) constraint programming.
An OBJECTIVE-CP primer
Consider the Steel Mill Slab problem as an example. An abridged 1 OBJECTIVE-CP implementation is shown in Fig. 5 . Line 1 first creates a model m, while lines 5 and 6 create two decision variable arrays: Variables in slab range over SetOrders and have domains Slab and variables in load range over Slabs and have Capacities as a domain. These variables represent the slab assignment and the load of each slab respectively. Lines 8-11 state the model constraints, i.e., a global packing constraint (line 8) stating i∈SetOrders weight i · (slab i = j) = load j ∀ j ∈ Slabs The objective function (line 11) minimizes the total loss. The model is not specific to constraint programming and Line 13 transforms and concretizes this high-level model into a constraint program. While m is clearly constructed with algebraic expressions, the microkernel underlying the CP engine operates on a rewriting of the model featuring exclusively low-level and global constraints. To be more precise, line 13 is equivalent to where τ 0 (m) is a flattening operator that creates a new model in which all relations and expressions of m have been replaced by basic constraints. γ CP (M) is a concretization function that associates a concrete variable with each modeling variable in m, as well as a propagator with every modeling constraint in m. The concretized model is then loaded into the engine of a constraint-programming solver.
Finally, lines 15-25 implement the search. The for loop spanning lines 16-24 scans the slabs in lexical ordering. The tryall combinator spanning lines 18-23 implements the value choice for the slab 'type' to be used. It also implements a dynamic value symmetry breaking at it only considers the slab types already in use (line 17) plus one unused (first conjunct on line 19). When a value s is selected, line 21 labels the variable slab[i] with s. In case of failure, value s is removed from the domain of slab[i]. OBJECTIVE-CP blends the control primitives of the host language with search combinators in a completely transparent and fully compositional way, delivering a natural search procedure in which one can use the native construction and tools (e.g., debuggers). From an OBJECTIVE-CP end-user standpoint, the entire search is expressed in terms of the decision variables from m. Method 
A solver interface
A solver is the composition of an explorer responsible for the search and an engine responsible for storing the model and for inferencing. Therefore a solver implementation is the composition of two pointers leading to an engine and an explorer. The solver object implements the CPProgram interface which is a thin convenience layer that delegates its tasks to either the engine or the explorer. Consider line 13 in Fig. 5 . It uses a Factory object to create, from a model m, a solver cp that implements the CPProgram interface. The search in lines 15-25 invokes search combinators defined on cp and queries state properties (e.g., the domain of variables) via the cp object. Line 19, for instance, asks to cp whether value s is still in the domain of the concrete variable associated to slab [i] .
The engine object (the first pointer) embedded in the solver implements two distinct interfaces. The engine interface ( Fig. 6 ) is the solver-facing part of OBJECTIVE-CP needed for concretizing models: It offers the necessary capabilities to register variables, constraints, and objective functions. The microkernel interface ( Fig. 7 ) is used by system developers when building new propagators: It offers the functionalities for propagation-related activities such as the dispatching of events. Fig. 6 is the visible tip of the iceberg for microkernel users. It is the API used to load variables, constraints and objective functions. It offers methods to register a variable (line 2); to add a concrete constraint over concrete variables (line 3); to set the objective function via the setObjective: method (line 3); and to execute an arbitrary closure and propagate its effects with the enforce: method (line 5). The closure cl passed to enforce: returns a status, i.e., an element in the set Fig. 7 A Constraint-Programming Microkernel Interface {fail,suspend,succeed}, to report the propagation outcome. The add: method also returns a status. The purpose is to convey the outcome of the propagation. Namely, whether the constraint is now trivially satisfied -succeeds-(and no longer needs to propagate); or should be suspended -suspend-until a variable appearing in the constraint changes in such a way that prompts the propagation of the constraint; or fails -fail-leaving a variable with an empty domain. The enforce: method itself returns a status at it may also add constraints or detect failures or entailment.
The engine The interface shown in

Constraints The CPConstraint interface used by the engine is shown below
It only requires that a constraint carries a unique identifier and responds to a post request. Naturally, constraints have additional methods but these are not mandated by the microkernel.
Objective Consider now the ORObjective interface and the interface to describe the value of an objective function:
One can query an objective to retrieve its current value. ORObjectiveValue instances can be compared to select the best value. Naturally, one should only compare objective values issued by the same objective function, so that the optimization direction is correctly taken into account. For instance, a call to best: on an objective value a receiving an objective value b returns the best overall objective value. If the objective function was a minimization over the real, the returned result encapsulates a value ranging over the reals and retains the knowledge that it is coming from a minimization.
The microkernel architecture
The purpose of the microkernel is to act as a relay for messages pertaining to the propagation of constraints. The key challenge is to design a small set of capabilities to support variables, constraints, and propagation techniques of different forms. While it is always possible to define a kernel offering the union of all the required capabilities, the approach does not scale and is truly intrusive when designing new classes of constraints with different messaging requirements as illustrated in the introductory example with the COMET API in Fig. 1 .
The constraint-programming microkernel of OBJECTIVE-CP presents an alternative design based on a minimalistic API with two capabilities: -scheduling events -propagating events.
The API of the microkernel per se is shown in Fig. 7 . Line 2 describes the method for scheduling closure events, Line 3 the method for scheduling value events, and Line 4 the method for scheduling all triggers associated with a value loss. Finally, line 5 is the method needed to trigger the inferencing. These APIs only require a handful of other interfaces that embody the concept of event lists and maps. Namely, they reference CPClosureEvent, CPValueEvent, and CPTriggerMap. In the following section, the response to events is best understood as executing an arbitrary piece of code represented by a first-order function. The exact nature of the response is discussed in Section 3.3.
Propagation preliminaries
Events The concept of an event is the cornerstone of the microkernel. Events are the vehicle of choice to relay information and take a very abstract form that is independent of the nature of the variables involved. In this paper, events are closures in a functionalprogramming sense. Namely, they are blocks of code that capture the computational state at the time of their definition and are wrapped in a first-order function (of type void → void) that can be saved, called, or passed to other functions.
Priority space
The microkernel supports event priorities, using a range of numerical values 0..P , where P is the highest priority and 0 is the lowest. Two priorities in this range have special statuses. Priority 0 is always dispatched regardless of the outcome of the propagation, i.e., even in the case of a failure. Priority P is reserved for value-driven events. The remaining priorities (1..P − 1) are available for general use. The existence of a special priority 0 may sound surprising at first. However, it is the ideal vehicle to implement key functionalities in a non-intrusive way. To illustrate one use case, simply consider black-box search heuristics such as IBS [34] and ABS [28] . Both necessitate that, at the end of a propagation cycle and irrespective of the outcome, variable statistics be updated for every variable involved in the fixpoint (e.g., for ABS search, one must update the activity of the variables that participated in the fixpoint computation). In a traditional kernel, such a support requires the instrumentation of the solver to invoke, at the end of the fixpoint, the code fragment responsible for updating those statistics. An always priority (i.e., priority 0) solves this problem. Indeed, one can simply attach a daemon with every variable and schedule it at priority 0. When the daemon runs at the end of the propagation, it updates the statistics stored in the implementation of IBS or ABS. Priority 0 can also be useful for implementing visualizations where some redraw must be done regardless of the propagation outcome and are driven by the variables touched during the propagation.
Queues
The microkernel of OBJECTIVE-CP is responsible for dispatching events arising as a result of the propagation of constraints. To this end, it relies on an array of P +1 queues and Q i refers to the queue at priority i.
The propagation engine
While an OS microkernel is tasked with continuously dispatching messages to the processes it manages, the OBJECTIVE-CP microkernel only dispatches accumulated messages at specific points during the execution. Events can accumulate for two reasons. First, posting a single constraint C often results in the direct modification of one or more variables that produce zero, one or more events as a result (e.g., the loss of value l in a variable x whose domain D(x) = {l, l + 1, · · · , u} triggers events corresponding to the changed minimum (now l + 1), a domain value loss (l), and a general domain change). Once the posting of C is complete, the propagation loop in Fig. 8 will dispatch the pending accumulated events. Second, OBJECTIVE-CP provide users with the capability of delaying propagation. The atomic combinator pauses the propagation and simply accumulates all the events that may occur to propagate them all at once when the combinator ends. The fragment illustrates this idea. While both C 0 and C 1 independently add events to be propagated, there is no propagation happening at the end of line 2 or 3. Instead, OBJECTIVE-CP accumulates the events and delays their propagation until line 4 ends (the end of the combinator). This section is concerned with the dispatching process and it presents the implementation of the propagate method of Fig. 7 .
The propagation loop
The dispatching algorithm is shown in Fig. 8 : It processes each non-empty queue in turn from the highest (P ) to the lowest (1) priority. Line 5 finds the index of the highest priority queue with some events. Lines 6-9 pick the first highest priority event, dispatch it (line 7), and carry on until p = 0 which indicates that all queues in the 1..P range are empty. Finally, lines 12-13 unconditionally execute all the events held in Q 0 . As is customary, the dispatching of messages may schedule additional events that will be handled during this cycle. Since individual events are represented by closures of the form B : void → void, dispatching an event is modeled by a simple instruction call(B) that executes closure B.
Handling inconsistencies
Producing an elegant propagator implementation can be a challenge with modern constraint-programming solvers. Variable updates triggered by a propagator can lead to a failure. Programmers are therefore expected to lace the propagator implementation with failure checks and to abort the propagation when a failure is Fig. 8 The PROPAGATE Method in OBJECTIVE-CP encountered. Each propagator must also return a suitable status, indicating whether the propagation failed. This is the approach adopted by, for instance, Gecode [36] where macros are used to check the failure status so that posting a constraint such as x ≥ 3 (a call which can fail) boils down to where the CHECK macro tests the status returned by the modification to carry on or report a failure. Naturally, it also means that the implementation of the gq method necessarily includes statements to determine if a failure occurs.
Solvers implemented in Java, e.g., [20] and [21] rely instead on an alternative design based on native exceptions. OBJECTIVE-CP follows a related practice. The block spanning lines 4-14 in Fig. 8 invokes closures that capture the logic of propagators and can potentially induce failures. It is therefore captured in a closure and passed alongside a second closure (lines [16] [17] [18] to the utility function tryfail. The semantics of tryfail(b 0 , b 1 ) is similar to a try-catch block, i.e., it can be understood as the rewriting: that executes b 0 and transfers control to b 1 in case a failure exception is raised.
Exceptions, however, are meant to alter the control flow in rare and exceptional conditions. As a result, the implementation of exceptions, e.g., the libunwind library in C++, induces a negligible overhead when executing try blocks but incurs a more significant cost when throwing and unwinding the stack to catch and handle the exception (i.e., destroying automatic objects that were stack allocated). Failures in constraint programming are rather frequent however and such an implementation would produce non-negligible slowdowns.
To mitigate, OBJECTIVE-CP implements a low-cost exception mechanism. Function tryfail is not implemented in terms of native exceptions but relies on continuations to achieve the control-flow transfer. Its pseudo-code is shown in Fig. 9 . The implementation is reentrant and thread-safe. Line 1 declares a thread-local variable pointing to a resume continuation failPoint. tryfail starts by saving, in local storage, the current resumption point in line 4. Line 5 creates a lightweight continuation representing the catch block. If the fresh resume continuation was never called (line 6), this is the equivalent of the try block and lines 7-10 execute b 0 after installing the catch handler k in thread-local storage failPoint. If b 0 succeeds, the previous catch handler is restored in line 9 and executions leaves the tryfail. If an "exception" is raised (via a call to fail shown in lines [16] [17] [18] [19] , the current continuation in failPoint is called and the control flow reaches line 6 again, but this time the number of calls is positive and the block in lines 12-13 executes. This final step also restores the previous resume continuation and proceeds with a call to b 1 . Observe that this implementation does not use the full power of a continuation, merely its ability to alter the control-flow and shrink the system stack. Therefore, it can be implemented in term of the classic C functions setjmp and longjmp for an even lower overhead. Ilog Solver [18] uses the same technique (setjmp and longjmp) for its implementation of error handling. The only downside of this approach when compared to full-fledged exception is that automatic objects are not automatically cleaned up. Yet, when all objects are heap allocated (which is the case for a constraint-programming library), this is a non-issue. Finally, note that the search capabilities of OBJECTIVE-CP also make use of real (full-fledged) continuations implemented Building continuations in C was demonstrated in [14] and their use to build generic non-deterministic control abstraction can be found in [24] .
Dispatching events
This section discusses how to dispatch events for propagation, i.e., how the various closures are inserted in the propagation queues and where they come from. Broadly speaking, the microkernel handles three classes of events:
Closure Events: These events simply insert a closure in a queue when responding to an event; Value Events: These events insert a closure obtained from a first-order function and a value; Trigger Events: These events associate closures with values and can dispatch all the closures associated with a specific value.
For finite-domain constraint programming, closure events are typically used for constraint-based propagation in the style of AC-3. Value events are typically used for implementing AC-5 style of propagation, e.g., to propagate the fact that a variable has lost a value. Trigger events can be used to implement the concept of watched literals and the "dynamic and backtrack stable triggers" described in MINION [13] . The microkernel provides abstractions representing lists or maps of these events. These are used outside the microkernel for dispatching events as appropriate. Section 4 illustrates their use in the finite-domain service of OBJECTIVE-CP.
Closure-event lists
Closure-event lists are simply a set of closures and their associated priorities.
where f i : void → void is a closure and p i ∈ 0..P − 1 denotes a priority.
The CPClosureEvent interface in OBJECTIVE-CP is used to represent closure-event lists which are ubiquitous in the implementation: They are used for instance for propagating constraints, in which case the closure invokes method propagate on the constraint. Closureevent lists are dispatched using method whose specification is given by the following definition.
Definition 2 (Closure-Event Scheduling) Given a closure-event list l = ( f 0 , p 0 , · · · , f k−1 , p k−1 ), scheduling l amounts to enqueueing each function in its respective queue, i.e.,
Value-event lists
A value-event list contains unary first-order functions used to respond to generic events that are instantiated with specific values. A typical example in finitedomain constraint programming is a propagation event dispatched every time a value is removed from the domain, in which case the first-order function expects the removed value as argument.
The exact nature of the event is captured by the opaque datatype E. Consider, for example, a finite-domain solver over integer variables where the domain of a variable x is a set D(x) = {0, 1, 2, 3, · · · , k − 1} of k distinct integers. In this case, E = Z and, whenever v disappears from D(x), a closure f : int → void must be executed on value v to relay the loss to the interested propagator. The CPValueEvent interface of OBJECTIVE-CP is used to represent value-event lists.
Dispatching a value-event amounts to creating a closure that applies the first-order function on the arguments. More precisely, value-event lists are dispatched using the method whose specification is given by the following definition.
Definition 4 (Value-Event Scheduling) Given a value event e ∈ E and a value-event list l = (f 0 , · · · , f k ) with f i : E → void, scheduling e amounts to adding the 0-ary closure λ.f (e) into Q P , i.e.,
Observe that λ.f (e) is a closure whose role is to evaluate f (e). 2 Clearly, this closure delays the evaluation of function f on e until the event is pulled from the queue and propagated. 3 The above definition can easily be extended with priorities although, in general, value-events are not time-consuming and used to perform simple propagation steps and/or to update some internal data structures.
Trigger-events maps
Triggers are used in variety of constraint-programming systems (e.g., [13, 49] ) and can serve as a basis for implementing generalizations of watched literals in SAT [29] . OBJECTIVE-CP supports a general form of trigger-events, making them independent of finite-domain constraint programming.
To illustrate the type of propagation supported by triggers, consider for instance a constraint
The idea is that a propagation algorithm only needs to listen to c + 1 variables which can be a substantial saving when c is much smaller than n. Assume that the propagator is listening to c + 1 variables b k which all satisfy 1 ∈ D(b k ). When such a variable b i loses value 1, the propagator searches for a replacement support b j among the non-watched variables. If such a support is found, the propagator starts listening to b j instead of to b i . If no such support exists, the other watched variables must be equal to 1. The CPTriggerMap interface in Fig. 10 offers four methods to build and use a trigger map. The add:forValue: registers a response closure for a value, i.e., a call add:f forValue:w updates T m as follows:
Definition 5 (Trigger Map) A trigger map
Note that triggers do not refer to variables and provide a generic capability of the microkernel. Indeed, the trigger code is completely generic and can be reused within any number of user-defined variable types. Method dispatch: is used to execute the triggers associated with a value. Definition 6 (Trigger-Event Scheduling) Given a trigger map T m and a value v, scheduling the trigger event for T m and v amounts to enqueuing the closures in T m (v), i.e., Finally, the interface provides two methods for removing and inserting triggers (an opaque interface) directly. The CPTrigger interface encapsulates a closure and includes data structure to remove them in constant time. Section 4 illustrates the use of triggers for implementing a propagator for n i=0 b i ≥ c.
Informers
In addition to messaging via propagation, the OBJECTIVE-CP microkernel offers a simple messaging abstraction for thread-aware multicasting through the ORInformer abstract data type. A similar idea was already present in COMET where "events" were used for decoupling meta-strategies in CBLS [47] , supporting parallel search [25, 27] , and implementing visualizations [8] . OBJECTIVE-CP generalizes these concepts further. An ORInformer embodies the idea of the publish-subscribe design pattern [11] and extends it to a concurrent setting. Two interfaces are shown in Fig. 11 and specify the abstract informer interface and a concrete informer interface. Informally speaking, the abstract interface in lines 1-4 provides two methods whenNotifiedDo: and wheneverNotifiedDo: that receive first-order functions to be executed only when (respectively each time) the informer is notified. The facility is convenient to request the execution of an arbitrary piece of code when some notification occurs. The concrete interface in lines 6-8 extends the core capability with a single notification method notifyWith: responsible for relaying its argument to every subscriber. An informer implementation maintains two lists of first-order functions (once and always). When an occurrence is notified via the notification API, the closures are scheduled for execution in the thread that performed the subscription.
Microkernels as first-class objects
Microkernels in OBJECTIVE-CP are first-class objects and can have their own dedicated propagation algorithms by overloading the propagate method. Each microkernel, except the root microkernel, has a parent microkernel that initiates its propagation. All the events presented earlier can be generalized to specify the microkernel in which they must be dispatched. Consider, for instance, a closure event of the form f, p, k , where k is a microkernel. Dispatching such an event consists of two steps: (1) Scheduling the event, i.e.,
where Q k p denotes the queue of priority p in microkernel k; and (2) Dispatching the propagation of microkernel k, i.e., Fig. 11 The ORInformer Messaging Abstraction where p k is the priority of microkernel k and u k is its parent microkernel. Groups [23] can be naturally implemented as microkernels in OBJECTIVE-CP by overloading method propagate to adopt alternative propagation policies (e.g., to exploit Berge acyclicity).
A finite domain service
This section shows how to create a finite-domain solver over integers on top of the microkernel. It reviews some of the core ideas underlying the OBJECTIVE-CP implementation. Variables are a key building block for stating constraints and OBJECTIVE-CP provides (a superset) of the class definition shown in Fig. 12 . It includes the APIs needed to register different types of events. The dom instance variable is a reference to a suitable domain representation such as a range, a bit-vector, or a list of intervals. Methods such as whenChangeMinDo: and whenLoseValue:trigger: simply delegate to their respective event lists. Their implementation is as follows:
Variables
The methods responsible for domain updates are expected to schedule the proper events. Consider method removeValue:
Fig. 12 An Integer Variable Definition
The method performs the domain update but most of its body is devoted to scheduling the relevant events. For instance, if the value removed is the smallest value in the domain, it schedules the events in min. If the domain is now a singleton, line 9 also schedules the events on the bind list. Finally, lines 9-10 schedule the value events and dispatches the triggers. If the domain update results in a wipe-out, the remove: method on the domain calls the fail function described in Fig. 9 to report the failure: There is no need to obfuscate the code of method removeValue: with consistency tests.
Overall, the variable tracks response behaviors that are suitable for each type of events and schedules the messages with the microkernel whenever an event of that class is recognized. The number and the semantics of the events are solely the variable responsibility and completely orthogonal to the microkernel.
Constraints
This section reviews how to implement constraints using the microkernel functionalities.
Closure-based propagation
Consider constraint x = y + c and its implementation in Fig. 13 which is exclusively in method post. When posted, the constraint first updates the domains of x and y. It then states (lines 10-12) that, whenever the lower or upper bound of x change, the specified closure should be executed. The process is repeated for y to update x. The two closures capture all the names that are in the lexical scope of their definitions. Namely, both closures capture the names x, y, c, and self and refer to them within their implementations. While seemingly innocuous, this capability is essential to pass information to, and share information with, the closures.
Value-based propagation
Consider a domain-consistent propagator for the same constraint. Figure 14 shows the bulk of the propagator implementation which also takes place in the post method. Lines 8-12 cover the trivial cases where one of the variables is bound: The other variable is simply updated accordingly. Lines 13-14 initiate the domain filtering of x and y by tightening their respective bounds. Lines 15-20 proceed with two tight loops to discard the images of values that are not in the domains. Lines 22-23 setup two closures to respond to value losses in the domains. The implementations take constant time and simply remove the correct image from the domain of the other variable. Lines 24-25 are handling the closure events that arise when a variable is bound.
The code is simple thanks to the use of closures which blend references to parameters (e.g., v) and to local and instance variables. The code mimics the inference rules and lexically binds the specifications of events (whenXXX messages sent to variables) with the proper response (the closures passed to the message).
Trigger-based propagation Consider the linear inequality
where each x i is a boolean variable and c is a constant. The key idea behind the implementation is to monitor the loss of the value true from the domains. Triggers are useful to listen to only c+1 variables among {b 0 , · · · , b n }. As soon as a variable loses its true value, the constraint seeks another witness among the variables not listened to. If no such witness can be found, the remaining variables must necessarily be all true. Figure 15 provides the class definition for the propagator. The class has a few attributes to track the input array x, its size, the constant c, the array of triggers at as well as the array nt of variables not listened to. Following the original algorithm in [13] , the instance variable last tracks the place where the implementation resumes its scanning for another witness. Figure 16 shows the entire implementation of the propagator. The constructor in lines 2-10 is straightforward. The post method first allocates memory to hold the triggers, the identification of the variables they are listening to, as well as the identifiers of the variables not monitored. Lines 18-22 ensure that each variable is boolean and compute the number of variables already bound to true. Lines 23-31 deal with the trivial cases when the constraint is obviously true, always false, or just satisfiable if all possible variables are bound to true now. The loop spanning lines 36-66 is the core of the implementation. It looks for c + 1 variables that still have true in their domains. Each time such a variable is found, a trigger is added to the trigger map and recorded in array at (line 39). Line 38 also remembers that the trigger listens to variable i at this point. Line 66 stores in nt the variables that are not listened to (because they no longer have true in their domains or because c + 1 variables are already listened to.).
The trigger listens to the loss of the true value. If the variable loses this value, the closure in lines 40-63 is executed. As usual, each closure captures the local variables in scope and remembers their values at the time of the closure creation. In particular, the variable listen always correctly refers to the right entry in at. The closure accomplishes the following tasks. First, it seeks a replacement witness among the variables in nt (lines [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . If such an alternate support is found, the trigger is moved to the new supporting variable (lines 50-56). If no such support is found, the remaining c variables with triggers must necessarily be bound to true, which is done by the code in lines 59-61.
Constraint-based propagation Many constraints are implemented through two methods: a post method that initializes some data structures and possibly creates some events to update them dynamically; and a propagate method that performs the domain reduction based on these data structures. In particular, this is the case of many global constraints. For illustration purposes, Fig. 17 depicts a constraint-based propagation of constraint x = y +c. Observe line 10 where the closure simply calls method propagate. This pattern is so frequent that it is encapsulated in methods of the form in the API of the variables and the kernel. It is also optimized to avoid redundant calls to propagate.
Flexibility of the microkernel
It is useful to conclude this section by highlighting the flexibility of the microkernel on a slightly more complicated propagator. Consider the An implementation enforcing domain consistency may perform the following actions when variable y k loses value v for some k ∈ H : Figure 18 describes how to implement these ideas in OBJECTIVE-CP. All the actions are enclosed in a first-order function that uses both the local variables in scope and the removed value, which is an argument to the first-order function. It is a compact implementation where the event and its response are jointly specified. Fig. 18 The Domain-Consistent Element Propagator A similar behavior can be achieved in COMET using method valRemoveIdx on line 9 of the AC5Constraint interface in Fig. 1 . Method valRemoveIdx was added to the interface to implement such propagation rule: Indeed, it is necessary to transmit the index k of the variable y k to achieve the desired behavior. Hence, while no extension to the OBJECTIVE-CP microkernel were necessary to implement this constraint, the COMET API had to be duplicated to integrate the concept of index. Moreover, the COMET code loses the textual proximity between the event and its response. Figure 19 sketches the implementation of a global constraint using both closure-events and value-events. The post method scans all the variables (lines 4-5) and registers a closure to update internal data structures when a variable is bound. It propagates the constraint (line 6) and registers itself with each variable to propagate whenever the domain of the source variable x[k] changes (lines [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . This last registration is particularly interesting. It uses a lower priority so that the costly propagation only occurs after all the inexpensive events are dealt with. It also makes use of a specialized version of the registration method whenChangeDo:onSchedule:priority:. This method uses two closures. The first closure is the traditional event handler that will run in response to the event. This handler first checks whether the constraint should be propagated (line 9). If the propagation must go forward, line 10 marks the constraint as up-to-date and calls the propagation logic. If the same constraint is enqueued several times, the second (and all subsequent wake up calls) would find that the constraint was already propagated (todo == Checked) and would return immediately. The second closure specified on lines 12-14 is executed when the variable schedules the event list with the engine and its job is to reset the todo flag. It is interesting to note that one does not even need a specialized whenChangeDo: and could instead use two priority levels LOWEST and LOWEST+1. The reset closure would be registered at priority LOWEST+1 with a separate call to whenChangeDo:priority:. The overloaded version is Fig. 19 The AllDifferent Skeleton therefore offered purely as a convenience and its implementation (in the variable) is shown below Overall, this shows how to ensure that global propagators do not run unnecessarily and that priorities are effective to capture fine-grained scheduling needs without any alteration to the microkernel. Finally, observe that this implementation combines variable-based and constraint-based propagation. Figure 20 shows the declaration of a class implementing the abstract data type for integer set variables. As one might expect, the integer set variables also reside outside the microkernel. The attributes include trailable sets for the required, possible, and excluded values. It also includes a trailable boolean isb to indicate whether the variable is bound alongside an integer variable to track the cardinality. The last four attributes are closure and value events meant to notify constraints that wish to listen to binding events, change events, requirement events, and exclusion events. The first few methods provide the expected accessors to retrieve the cardinality variable, check whether the variable is bound and iterate over (or query) the required, possible, and excluded sets. The methods require: and exclude: are the variable modifiers that, respectively, add a value in the required set or the exclusion set and update the variable state accordingly. The last four methods are, once again, responsible for registering constraints with the variable for specific events. For instance whenRequiredDo: registers a value event closure todo related to constraint c and responsible for responding to the addition of a value to the required set. The implementation of closure registration is similar to integer variables and only whenRequiredDo: is shown for brevity's sake To complete the variable description, it is sufficient to look at one update method, e.g., require:
Global constraints
Alternative variable types: A case study with set variables
The implementation is straightforward. If the value is not even possible, the method fails (line 18). If the value is possible and not yet required, it adds it to the required set (line 4) and schedules all the value event closures with that specific value v (line 5). If the cardinality of the required set has reached the maximal cardinality (line 6), it is now necessary to exclude from the possible set the values that are not yet required (lines 7-10). Line 12 updates the bounds of the cardinality variable and lines 13-16 update the bound flag and schedule the closure events from the binding list. It is worthwhile to note that no changes to the microkernel were required. The new variable type (with different events) was accommodated without any difficulty. The implementation of a propagator simply uses the variable interface to perform the pruning and register closures to respond to changes to the variable. Consider, for instance, the propagator CPISInterAC implementing domain consistency for z = x ∩ y shown in Fig. 21 .
The propagator follows the expected structure. Its constructor (lines 2-6) simply tracks the three variables x, y, and z. The post method (lines 7-52) does all the work. The first few loops (e.g., lines 9-38) do the initial filtering. For instance, the loop spanning lines 15-20 states that any value required in z must be required both in x and y. The key code segment starts in line 39. It defines several value event closures to respond to the exclusion It is valuable to reiterate that set constraints and variables all exist outside of the microkernel. Set constraint exclusively rely on the variable API which is implemented in term of the generic value event closures. The resulting code for the propagator is self-contained, compact, and highly readable, conveying the very structure of the propagation rules one would use to specify the propagator.
Implementing black-box searches
This section illustrates how to implement search heuristics using informers. Consider, for instance, IBS [34] . The heuristic requires that, after a branching decision x = v, the impact of the assignment be evaluated and recorded in a data structure for the heuristic to use during the next variable selection. The impact depends upon the outcome of the propagation. When
where S(P ) evaluates an upperbound on the size of the search space P that uses the product of the domain sizes. Note that P k−1 and P k respectively refer to the state before and after enforcing x = v. When x = v fails, the impact is maximal, i.e., I (x = v) = 1.0.
To implement this logic, two informers relay the outcome of posting the branching decision. Consider the code in Fig. 22 . The concrete CP solver holds two informer instances returnLabel and failLabel. The labeling method of the concrete solver uses (line 8) the enforce: method of the microkernel to propagate the effects of x = v. If the outcome is a failure, line 10 notifies the failLabel informer and proceeds by asking the explorer to backtrack on line 11. If x = v succeeds, the control flows to line 13 where the solver notifies the returnLabel informer.
The object encapsulating the IBS implementation can subscribe to both notifications and execute code fragments to compute the actual impact. An abridged version of IBS is shown in Fig. 23 . The initInternal method receives the array of variables. Line 5 creates a monitor daemon and attaches it to every variable. This monitor is responsible for computing S(P k ) S(P k−1 ) automatically with an amount of work linear in the number of variables affected by x = v. Lines 9-11 setup a listener on the solver's retLabel informer. The listening closure computes the actual impact from the search space reduction established by the monitor and updates the impacts dictionary accordingly. Lines 12-14 echo the same logic when x = v fails with a listener on the failLabel informer of the solver. The result is a nice modular implementation of IBS.
Empirical results
To measure the performance of the OBJECTIVE-CP microkernel, this section compares its behavior (space and time performance) against the COMET 2.1.0 implementation and In particular, it reports on three sets of experiments 4 . First, it considers microbenchmarks where the bulk of the computation time takes place inside the propagation engine due to a large number of propagation events (propagators are fast and there is virtually no search). Second, it reports profiling benchmarks obtained from development tools (i.e., dtrace) that measure the cost of each method and function in the implementation. This sheds some light on the cost of dynamic dispatching. Third, it selects representative application benchmarks featuring a mix of global constraints, arithmetic constraints, reified constraints, and logical constraints. In this case, there is an actual effort expanded in the search, but the benchmarks offer some insights about the cost of the propagation engine when embedded inside a real solver and in realistic conditions.
Micro-benchmarks
The micro-benchmarks represent the worst situation for the engine as there are many events, each of which propagates quickly. These benchmarks thus indicate the cost of generality and compositionality in the microkernel. Four models were considered: order corresponds to a pathological model with n variables with a domain 1..n and n − 1 binary constraints of the form x i < x i+1 ∀i ∈ 1..n − 1. Without a custom scheduler exploiting Berge acyclicity, the propagation engine triggers a quadratic number of propagation events taking constant time. magic/s is the magic series benchmark where each term s i is subjected to a counting constraints expressed algebraically as s i = j ∈1..n (s j = i). There are no redundant constraints, the labeling is static, and the model searches for all solutions. magic/r is the magic series again, but with the two traditional redundant constraints and a labeling procedure that considers the variables in a static order and chooses values in decreasing order. slow is a benchmark used in the MiniZinc challenge (slowConvergence) and designed to "stress test" propagation engines.
In all cases, care was taken to make sure that the number of choices made during the search were identical. Figure 24 offers a quick overview of the comparative performance Namely, a positive value indicates that COMET is slower and the time difference is weighted by the slowest runtime. Given that the micro-benchmarks are deterministic, only 10 runs are included (to account for speed variation caused by dynamic frequency scaling of the CPU and/or activity of the operating system).
The simplest micro-benchmark is order where the propagation of each event runs in constant time and the volume of events grows quadratically with the instance size. This is the only instance where OBJECTIVE-CP incurs a slight loss (-8 %) on size 4000. For instances of size 8000, the gain reaches 30 % and the difference on small instances is decreasing fast. It is worth noting that the implementation of variables and domains in OBJECTIVE-CP relies on dynamic dispatching for the delivery of key messages such as updating the bounds, whereas COMET uses a polymorphic implementation in C++. Benchmark slowConvergence is a slightly refined version of order. As instance size grows, the advantage of OBJECTIVE-CP becomes more pronounced, reaching 25 %. It is important to realize that the model is a collection of many algebraic constraints and most of the runtime is spent building the model which exercises the dynamic dispatching code quite a lot. Since the model creates a quadratic number of constraints, its memory consumption is also a key factor. Note how, for instances of size 2048, the model allocates up to 1.6 gigabytes of memory (COMET uses 2 gigabytes for the same instance). The OBJECTIVE-CP model is shown in Fig. 25 for completeness. Benchmark magic-simple creates a large number of reified equalities and auxiliary boolean variables. Instances of size 8..128 were used in the experiment and OBJECTIVE-CP is almost always faster (with the exception of instance Fig. 25 The OBJECTIVE-CP model for slowConvergence 64). It is worth noting that the OBJECTIVE-CP implementation uses non-injective views for the reifications [26] . Benchmark magic-redundant has been evaluated for instances of sizes 8..1024. The curve shows the same shape as slowConvergence finishing on the largest instance with a gap of 60 %.
Detailed numerical results (including the average peak memory consumption) are shown in Tables 1 and 2 . Note how the number of failures (search effort) are identical in both solvers, and the number of propagation events are identical for order and usually smaller for the other benchmarks. The main reason is the reliance on non-injective views for the reified equalities. The running times are given in seconds and the peak memory usage in kilobytes. Finally, it is worth highligthing that COMET uses a dedicated memory allocator. The allocator relies on block allocation through the mmap APIs, allocates at least 32 megabytes, and uses a grouping strategy based on block sizes. It follows, for instance, that all domains are contiguous in memory in hope of producing the best possible cache behavior. The current implementation of OBJECTIVE-CP, on the other hand, relies on malloc directly, which does not exploit the locality just mentioned. Small standard deviations on running times are to be expected since all the benchmarks are deterministic. Table 3 reports the profiling results for the magic-simple benchmark of size 128 with INSTRUMENTS 5 . INSTRUMENTS uses a sampling-based approach to profiling. The run lasted almost 16 seconds with a sample captured every millisecond. Each sample is a snapshot of the runtime stack giving insights into which functions are running and on whose behalf. The report highlights that the function for retrieving the bounds of a variable is responsible for almost half the runtime. The second most expensive call is method propagate of the linear equation propagator which accounts for 34.3 %. The third highest is objc gSend, the OBJECTIVE-C runtime function responsible for implementing dynamic dispatching at 4.5 %. The scheduling of closure events follows closely at 3.7 %. The next function (an OBJECTIVE-C closure) is the propagation loop at 1.1 %. The remaining lines show increasingly small contributors that include views, updates to the bounds, event notifications to the literals (for the reified views), and the trail-based backtracking logic. The most important message is that dynamic dispatching is a mere 4.5 % of the runtime on a benchmark that depends on the propagation engine to relay events and implement views. As expected, the search is virtually invisible from the profile as only 1,011 failures occur.
Profiling benchmarks
To assess the impact of views, reified equality constraints of the form were substituted to reified views and the model flattening used the traditional encoding with explicitly reified constraints. Table 4 shows the performance profile for the same instance of magic-simple. Naturally, the number of choices remains the same, but the number of propagation events increases from 4,650,800 to 19,692,586 for a profiling time of 18 seconds (rather than 16 seconds). The profile shows three new closures created inside the post method of the CPReifyEqualDC constraint: Together they implement the AC-5 protocol for each reification and account for 1.8 % + 0.9 % + 0.8 % = 3.7 % of the total execution time. CPDenseTriggerMap is the object devoted to triggers installed on values of variables as in cc(fd). Clearly, using views for reifications does improve the running time, but even with a flood of events, the microkernel performance remains solid.
Application benchmarks
This section considers some application benchmarks to conclude the experimental study.
Benchmarks The benchmarks were selected to exercise the engine over a reasonably broad set of constraint types. This paragraph briefly reviews each benchmark and highlights the modeling choices Golomb This is an optimization benchmark with a blend of arithmetic and global constraints (i.e., alldifferent). Both solvers enforce domain consistency on the alldifferent constraints. The arithmetic constraints contain a mix of equalities and inequalities of low arity. The size was picked to have a very long running test. Knapsack An optimization benchmark where each knapsack relies on the global constraint. The objective function is simply to maximize the profit. PerfectSquare This is a constraint satisfaction benchmark. It uses arithmetic and logical constraints to state the non-overlapping requirements and to demand that the squares cutting through any horizontal (vertical) cut line fit exactly within the container. Its labeling first focuses on the x axis attempting to choose, for each abscissa, a square to pin at that location. It carries on with an identical process over the y axis. PPP This is a constraint satisfaction benchmark. It uses alldifferent, packing, and reified and arithmetic constraints to impose all the requirements. The labeling focuses on the earliest periods first and uses a static variable ordering within each period when considering each guest.
Steel Mill The Steel
Mill is an optimization problem where the objective function uses element constraints to aggregate the losses incurred on each slab and the requirements are expressed with packing, arithmetic and logical constraints. The search scans the slab using the first fail principle and uses a dynamic symmetry breaking for the value labeling to avoid considering more than one unused value. Sport This is a constraint satisfaction problem that uses several global constraint types. It relies on alldifferent, cardinality, and table constraints (all using domain consistency) alongside with static symmetry breaking (ordering the home-away variables for each period and game).
Each benchmark used a search heuristic whose behavior is identical for both OBJECTIVE-CP and COMET and was evaluated over a series of 10 runs on both systems. Three sets of benchmarks (knapsack, golomb ruler, perfect square) produce exactly the same dynamic search tree whereas the remaining benchmarks exhibit some differences in the number of choices due to randomization. The objective in selecting the search heuristic was not to get the absolute best-known result for each benchmark but to ensure that both systems were performing the same search (possibly modulo some randomization) in order to focus on the propagation engine. Table 5 reports the results for OBJECTIVE-CP (top) and COMET (bottom) on 7 benchmarks: The Golomb ruler (size 13), the optimization version of the knapsack problem (instance 3), the progressive party benchmark (parameters 1, 9) , the Steel Mill Slab Design problem with symmetry breaking, the perfect square problem, and sport scheduling. For each benchmark, the table reports the average CPU time and wall-clock time, the standard deviation over computing times, the number of choices, and the peak memory consumed (in megabytes). Figure 26 offers a quick overview of the performance ratio between the two implementations. Each bar is a percentage established as
Running time
· 100.0
It shows that the OBJECTIVE-CP implementation is generally competitive with COMET when comparing running times. A detailed view appears in Table 5 . The main conclusion drawn from the results is that, despite its generality, the preliminary status of the implementation, and the reliance on dynamic dispatching within the implementation, the microkernel of OBJECTIVE-CP is competitive with the polished COMET implementation. The narrow loss on the larger Golomb instances appear to be due to the difference in memory management style. COMET, with its dedicated allocator, clusters all the objects of identical sizes in contiguous regions of virtual memory leading to good cache behavior. OBJECTIVE-CP currently relies exclusively on malloc and seems to suffer slightly from that choice. The observation was confirmed with DTrace that shows a larger volume of L3 cache misses per time unit.
Memory consumption
The memory behavior of OBJECTIVE-CP shows a significant improvement over COMET. This is easily explained as the former is based on a thin objectoriented layer on top of C whereas COMET relies on a compiler and a just-in-time code generation that both add some overhead. Nonetheless, the gains are so significant that they are worth highlighting. Column |P | gives the peak memory consumptions (in megabytes) as reported by malloc for OBJECTIVE-CP and by the garbage collector library for COMET. The peak usage memory footprint drops by up to a factor of 60 on golomb, at least a factor of 4 on the largest knapsack instance. Overall, OBJECTIVE-CP exhibits frugal memory needs. Finally, it is worth remembering that the entire implementation adopts the reference counting strategy of the underlying NEXTSTEP FOUNDATION libraries rather than a garbage collector. implementation language (Java uses a JIT while OBJECTIVE-C is compiled natively). This difference is reduced (up to a point) as instance sizes increase. Overall, the numbers indicate that OBJECTIVE-CP is at least in the same category as Choco (with gains between 5 % and 1000 % depending on instance sizes and benchmarks). We conclude that the microkernel architecture and the dynamic dispatching of OBJECTIVE-C are not negatively impacting performance in any way. A last comparison was carried out on the magic square. This benchmark was taken directly from the Choco distribution and uses IBS without restarts. Various sizes were tested and the objective was to exercise the microkernel with a state-of-the-art dynamic search procedure implemented by the solver developers. OBJECTIVE-CP uses the same model and relies on IBS as well with the implementation details as reported in [28] . Figure 28 uses the same conventions as Fig. 27 . Given the high variability of runtimes, both solvers were executed 20 times with different random seeds and the median function is used. Table 7 provides detailed numerical results with averages, standard deviations and medians. The same 20 seeds were used for all 4 instances. Choco only produced a handful of results after 48 hours of computation times prompting us to not provide a comparative bar plot. In all instances, OBJECTIVE-CP proved competitive with Choco. Differences in the dynamic search and, in particular in its initialization, may have a significant impact on the numerical result, yet in both cases the code from the solver developer was used. 
Related work
CHIP is the first finite-domain constraint solver and it was introduced in the late eighties [1, 7, 41, 43] . It already contained the use of multiple event-lists attached to variables to wake constraints upon various domain modifications. The precursor of the gamma function described here can also be found in [42] under the guise of binding arrays in order to virtualize logic variables automatically and facilitate parallel constraint satisfaction.
In [49] , Van Hentenryck et. al, showed how to implement a collection of constraint combinators (e.g., cardinality) in term of operations on abstract variables, further refining the protocols that variables need to conform to to obtain compositional systems. Boussemart et al., in [4] present a comparison between multiple incarnation of AC3 algorithms and frames them in term of arc-centric, variable centric, and propagator centric architectures. The authors then investigate the effect of so-called revision ordering heuristics, i.e., the impact of the order in which events are extracted from the queue when propagators are executed. They show that FIFO is certainly not the sole policy to consider and that, for instance, picking an ordering that favors constraints (arcs) affecting variables with small domains first is beneficial. This investigation is completely orthogonal to the fine-grained semantics of maintaining multiple classes of events (e.g., bound changes, minimum update, maximum update, value loss, etc...) or to the idea of priorities discussed next. A micro-kernel archiecture as described here makes such experimentation easy to do. Moreover, since microkernels are first-class objects, many can co-exist inside the system. Schulte et al. [38] describe the design of the propagation engine at the core of Gecode [36] . The specific contribution is the formalization of the notion of modification events and propagation conditions along with a dynamic priority system with 7 priority levels organized around the computational complexity of the propagators reacting the the events. With this design, the occurrence of a modification event triggers the scheduling of propagators appearing in dependencies associated with specific propagation conditions of the propagator. Propagators are scheduled on one of the seven queues based on the expected computational burden of running the propagator based on how many variables appearing in the propagator are still free. In [37] , the authors extensively investigate multiple strategies for scheduling propagators as well as the the trade-offs between priority schemes, constraint subsumption, as well as staging. Prud'homme et al. [32] advocate the synthesis and combination of different solver strategies specified through a domain specific language. The fundamental tenet is that one can easily experiment with different solver configurations (different priority schemes, revision orderings, queueing, etc...) to find a specialized version that can take advantage of the specific semantics of a problem. In essence, it provides the means for programmers to explore the space of solver specializations. The proposed DSL is sufficiently expressive to capture propagator-centric, variable centric, and priority-centric architectures.
Conclusion
This paper presented a microkernel architecture for a new constraint-programming solver. The microkernel strives to offer a minimal API which remains domain agnostic and facilitates the construction of any domain-specific engine as a service on top of the microkernel. The paper showed that such a microkernel can be built for constraint programming and provides a small but versatile set of functionalities. Moreover, the resulting microkernel can be implemented to be competitive with state-of-the-art monolithic solvers.
